Scope and Purpose---Given an undirected street network, the celebrated Chinese postman problem (CPP) is that of finding a shortest postman tour covering all the edges (streets) in the network. The Chinese postman problem on mixed networks (MCPP), is an extension of the CPP, in which some streets from the network are allowed to be traversed in both directions, and others may be traversed in one specified direction only. Applications of the MCPP include: routing of newspaper or mail delivery vehicles, parking meter coin collection or household refuse collection vehicles, street sweepers, snow plows, and school buses; spraying roads with salt, inspection of electric power lines, or oil or gas pipelines, and reading electric meters. The MCPP has been shown to be NP-complete, and heuristic solution procedures have been proposed to solve the problem approximately. The purpose of this paper is to review the existing solution procedures, and present two modifications of the existing methods to obtain better problem solutions.
returning to the same depot with total distance traversed minimized. Clearly, if A = ~, then the MCPP reduces to the classical CPP.
The solution to the CPP (defined on undirected networks) may be obtained efficiently using a polynomial-time bounded matching algorithm owing to Edmonds and Johnson [1-1. But, the MCPP (defined on mixed networks) has been shown to be NP-complete [2] . Christofides et al. [3"1 presented an integer programming formulation of the problem, and developed an exact algorithm to solve the MCPP optimally. The algorithm is essentially based on a branch-and-bound algorithm using Lagrangean relaxations. Minieka [4] presented a transformation converting the MCPP into a flow with gains problem, which allows the MCPP to be solved optimally via linear programming and cutting plane techniques. Unfortunately, both approaches are computationally inefficient; only problems of small or moderate size may be solved optimally. Because of the problem's complexity, several heuristic solution procedures have been proposed to solve the MCPP approximately [1, 3, 5, 6] . In this paper, we first review the existing solution procedures, then present two new algorithms to solve the problem approximately.
REVIEW OF EXISTING SOLUTION PROCEDURES
Real-world applications directly related to the MCPP include: routing of newspaper [7] or mail delivery vehicles [8] , parking meter or household refuse collection vehicles [9] , street sweepers, snow plows and school buses [10] ; spraying roads with salt [11, 121 , inspection of electric power lines, or oil or gas pipelines, and reading electric meters [13] .
An undirected network is called even if every node in the network has even degree. A directed network is called symmetric if for every node, i, in the network, deg ÷ (i)= deg-(i), where deg ÷ (i)= the number of arcs directed out of node i, and deg-(i)=the number of arcs directed into node i. If the network is even (or symmetric), then a postman route can be constructed from the network without repeating any edges (or arcs). Details of this tour construction procedure may be found in Ref. [ 14] .
Edmonds and Johnson [1"1 presented an algorithm to solve the MCPP approximately. The algorithm essentially consists of two phases. Phase I converts the original network into an even one by treating each (directed) arc as an (undirected) edge. Phase II transforms the network (obtained from the first phase) into a symmetric one. Since the transformed symmetric network is not necessarily maintained even, the postman tour may not be constructed. Frederickson [5] modified the algorithm by adding a new phase (Phase III). The new phase recovers the resulting network back to even so that a postman tour can be constructed. This algorithm was referred to as MIXED1. Frederickson [5] further considered an alternative approach, which is essentially the reverse of the Edmonds and Johnson [1] approach. The reverse approach first makes the network symmetric, then even. The reverse approach has been referred to as MIXED2. Other solution procedures such as those developed by Brucker [6-1, and Christofides et al. [3- 1 are essentially the same as MIXED1 and MIXED2 and, therefore, will not be discussed here.
MIXED1 algorithm
Phase I. convert G into an even network.
Step 1. Let G* be the new network obtained from G with all arc directions ignored.
Step 2. Solve the CPP over the new network G* using the matching algorithm owing to Edmonds and Johnson [1] . Let Z(E) be the set of edges, and Z(A) the set of arcs obtained from the matching. We also let El = E w Z( E), A ~ = A u Z( A ). Then, G1 =(1I, E 1, A1) is even.
Phase II. transform G1 into a symmetric network.
Step 1. Construct a new network G 2 =(1 ,I, A2) with arc costs, arc capacities, and node demands defined as:
,.
for each edge (i, j)~ El, create tbttrlnew arcs in .4 2 including (a) one copy of (i, j) with cost d(i, ))and infinite flow capacity, (b) one copy of (j, i) with cost d(i, j) and infinite flow capacity,
Step 2.
Step 3.
(c) one copy of (i, j), denote it as (i, j)', with cost zero and flow capacity 1, (d) one copy of (j, 0, denote it as (j, i)', with cost zero and flow capacity 1;
for each arc (k,/)6A1, create one copy of (k,/) in A2, with cost d(k, l) and infinite flow capacity.
for each node i6 V, define Let A' be the set of artificial arcs generated from Phase II, and E4=E3. Identify cycles from A' u E4 consisting of alternating paths in A' and E4, with each path anchored at each end by an odd node from G 3. In finding such cycles, directions of the arcs on paths from A' should be ignored. As the cycles cover all odd nodes from G3, directions will be arbitrarily assigned to the cycles, and arcs on the cycles will be either duplicated or deleted depending upon if the direction of the cycle is the same as the original direction of the arcs in A', and edges will be oriented. Consequently, all the nodes from G3 will be even and symmetric (for further descriptions, see Frederickson 1, 5] ). Denote the resulting network as G4.
Phase I of the algorithm applies the minimum-cost matching algorithm to convert the original network into an even one. Phase II of the algorithm applies the minimum-cost flow algorithm to transform the resulting network into a symmetric one. And Phase III of the algorithm recovers the resulting symmetric network back to even. Frederickson [5] showed that the computational complexity of the algorithm is O(max{I VI a, Ial (max{IAI, IEI})2)}, where once again I VI--the number of nodes, iAI = the number of arcs, and IEI = the number of edges from the network. Frederickson I-5] further showed that the performance of this algorithm, in the worst case, has a bound of 2, that is, (MIXED1 Solution)/(Optimal Solution)~<2, and the bound is approachable.
Example 1.
Consider the network depicted in Fig. 1 with six nodes, six edges, and two arcs. The 
MIXED2 algorithm
Phase I. Transform G into a
Step 1.
Construct a new demand defined
for each edge (i, (a) one copy of (b) one copy of (c) one copy of (d) one copy of symmetric network.
network Gt =(V, At) with arc costs, arc capacities, and node as: for each arc (k,/)e A, create one copy of (k,/) in A1, with cost d(k, l) and infinite flow capacity. Phase IL Convert G 2 into an Eulerian network.
Step 1. Solve the CPP over the subnetwork of G consisting of E 2 and the associated nodes using the matching algorithm of Edmonds and Johnson [1"1.
Step 2. Let Z(E2) be the set of edges obtained from the matching, and E 3 = E 2 u Z(E2), A3 = A2. The Eulerian network G 3 =(V, E3, A3) is the desired solution.
Clearly, the computational complexity of MIXED2 is the same as that of MIXED1, i.e.
O(max{I VI 3, Ia{I (maxlAI, IEI})2}). The bound on the worst-case performance of MIXED2 is also the same as that for MIXED1, and the bound is approachable.
Example 2. Consider the network depicted in Fig. 2 with eight nodes, six edges, and six arcs. Clearly, the network is symmetric. Therefore, we may proceed with Phase II of the algorithm directly. It is easy to verify that the following artificial edges {(1, 7), (7, 2) , (3, 9) , (9, 4) , (5, 8) , (8, 6 )} may be generated and the MIXED2 solution is 12M + 9e, while the optimal solution is 6M + 12e. Hence, we have (MIXED2 Solution)/(Optimal Solution) = (12M + 9e)/(6M + 12e) ~ 2, as M >> e. To improve the solution, Frederickson [51 considered a mixed-strategy approach. The mixed-strategy approach first calls MIXED1 and MIXED2 algorithms to generate two complete MCPP solutions, then selects the best of the two. We refer to this approach as MIXED1-2.
Frederickson [5] showed that the worst-case bound for this approach, is 5/3. In fact, if we apply MIXED1-2 algorithm to example 1, then a solution of minimum {8M +8e, 4M+ 10e} =4M+ 105 may be obtained, which is optimal. Similarly, if we apply MIXED1-2 algorithm to example 2, then a solution of minimum {6M + 125, 12M + 95} = 6M + 125 may be obtained, which is also optimal.
A comparison
To compare MIXED1 and MIXED2 algorithms. We generated 60 problems. Some of the test problems are dense networks, and others are sparse. These problems were generated by arbitrarily linking pairs of nodes so that a connected network is formed. The lengths of edges and arcs were also arbitrarily generated. Table 1 presents the solutions generated by MIXED1 and MIXED2 on the 60 test problems. The lower bounds were obtained by solving the CPP over the (undirected) network derived from the original one by ignoring all the arc directions, which is to be used as a convenient reference point for assessing the accuracy of the heuristic solutions. In Table 2 , the performance of MIXED1 and MIXED2 are compared. The results indicated that: (1) MIXED1 significantly outperformed MIXED2 for problems with 0% < P~< 70%, as MIXED1 received 33 best solutions out of 40 test problems (which is 82.5%), (2) MIXED2 significantly outperformed MIXED1 for problems with 70% <P~< 100% (most streets are one-way), as MIXED2 received 18 best solutions out of 20 test problems (which is 90%), and (3) MIXED1 performed extremely well on problems with 0% < P,<40% (most streets are two-way), as the algorithm received 19 problem optimal solutions out of 20 test problems (which is 95%).
NEW ALGORITHMS
Recall that MIXED1 first applies minimal-cost matching then minimum-cost flow algorithms. Both procedures generate artificial arcs. In some cases, these artificial arcs have the same direction AI  10  5  13  120  192  177  A2  l0  2  24  170  284  274  A3  l0  4  13  100  186  154  A4  10  6  24  200  282  264  A5  10  3  15  110  162  137  Bl  20  7  59  409  613  572  B2  20  15  57  426  658  619  B3  20  16  71  507  633 Let A* be the set of artificial arcs generated from Phases I, II, and III. Arbitrarily select an arc (i, j) from A*. Find a cycle (or a closed circuit) consisting of arcs from A* covering (i, j). Update A* by removing the cycle (circuit) from A*. Repeat this procedure until no more cycles (or closed circuits) can be found.
Finding artificial cycles (or closed circuits) covering a specified arc requires a shortest-path algorithm which is of O(I VI 2) (see and Pearn I-16] for such procedures). Therefore, the complexity of Modified MIXED1 is the same as that of MIXED1. For the MCPP with six nodes, six edges, and two arcs described in Example 1, the Modified MIXED1 algorithm removes the following artificial cycle {(1, 3), (3, 2), (2, 1)} generating a solution of 6M + 7e. Comparing this solution with that of MIXED1 which has a total length of 8M + 8e, the improvement is significant (particularly, when M >> e).
Modified MIXED2 algorithm
Recalling that in Phase II of MIXED2 algorithm the minimal-cost matching algorithm was applied over the subnetwork containing edges only. If the lengths of the edges are relatively large, MIXED2 may perform poorly. In attempting to improve the solution, we took an alternative approach by first duplicating some arcs, and assigning directions to edges to convert the network into an Eulerian one.
Phase I. Same as MIXED2.
Phase II. Convert G 2 into an Eulerian network.
Step 1. Solve the CPP over the subnetwork consisting of E 2 and the associated nodes using the matching algorithm of Edmonds and Johnson [1] . The shortest distance between each pair of nodes, however, was calculated from the original (mixed) network with all arc directions ignored.
Step 2. For each pair of nodes i and j in the matching solution, the shortest path between i and j (may be directed in this case) is added to G 2. If the added path is directed, then clearly other edges in E 2 must be oriented to maintain the resulting network symmetric.
The complexity of the Modified MIXED2 algorithm is the same as that of MIXED2. Applying this modified algorithm over the MCPP described in Example 2, the optimal solution, with a total length of 6M + 12e, can be obtained. In applying the matching algorithm, all arc directions have been ignored. Consequently, the following artificial edges {(1, 2), (3, 4) , (5, 6)} rather than {(1, 7), (7, 2) , (3, 9) , (9, 4) , (5, 8) , (8, 6 )} were generated resulting in a cost reduction of 6M-3e. Following the same idea described in Frederickson [5] , we can also consider a mixed-strategy approach. That is, we first call Modified MIXED1, and Modified MIXED2, then select the best of the two solutions. We refer to this approach as Modified MIXED1-2.
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
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Comparisons between modified approaches and the original algorithms
In Table 5 , the performance between the proposed modifications and the original algorithms are compared in terms of the percentage of problem solutions improved. We note that:
(1) modified MIXED 1 improved MIXED 1 for 65 % of problems with 70% < P ~< 100%, 15% of problems with 40% < P ~< 70%, and no improvement for problems with 0% < P ~< 40% (we note that for 19 out of 20 problems in this category, MIXED1 obtained problem optimal solutions; therefore, very little improvement can be made); (2) modified MIXED2 improved MIXED2 for 85% of problems with 70% < P~< 100%, 95% of problems with 40% < P-%< 70%, and 85% for problems with 0% < P ~< 40%. The improvement, clearly, is very significant.
For mixed strategies, Modified MIXED1-2 improved MIXED1-2 for 85% of the problems with 70% < P ~< 100%, 40% for problems with 40% < P,%< 70%, and no improvement for problems with 0% <P~<40%. We point out that this comparison is important since the two mixed strategies outperformed their corresponding MIXED1 and MIXED2 procedures. In Table 6 , the performance of the four algorithms are compared in terms of average deviation from the lower bound, number of problems receiving the best solutions among all algorithms, number of problems achieving the problem lower bounds (in this case, the solution obtained is optimal), and the worst solution in terms of percentage above the lower bound. The results indicated that:
(1) for problems with 40%<P~<70% and 70%<P~<100%, Modified MIXED1 improved MIXED1 for about 1.5 and 4.4%, respectively; (2) for problems with 0% < P ~< 40%, 40% < P ~< 70%, and 70% < P ~< 100%, Modified MIXED2 improved MIXED2 for about 2.6%, 3.4%, and 1.1%, respectively; (3) for problems with 0% < P ~< 40%, MIXED1 performed very well as the algorithm received 19 problem optimal solutions out of 20 test problems (which is 95%). Consequently, no further improvements can be made by modified MIXED1; (4) for problems with large P (70% < P ~< 100%), none of the four algorithms seem to work well (the average percentages above the lower bound for the four algorithms all exceed 25%). This is owing to the fact that our lower bounds were obtained from solving the CPP over the (undirected) network derived from the original one by ignoring all the arc directions.
In our testing, the run times for problems of the same size are very much the same. Therefore, instead of showing the average run time, we only display (Table 7 ) six test problems in CPU seconds on the IBM 486 as an indication of the relative efficiency of the four algorithms. We note that all the four algorithms are very efficient. A problem with 35 nodes, and 350 edges and arcs only takes less than 2 CPU seconds. It should be pointed out that the run times difference between the modified approaches and the original solution procedures for the same test problem, is negligible (less than 0.055 CPU seconds). Therefore, the difference does not show in Table 7 .
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented two efficient modifications of the existing algorithms (MIXED1, MIXED2), which we referred to as Modified MIXED1 and Modified MIXED2. The two modified procedures run very fast, and work well in general. We have tested them on many problems which were arbitrarily generated. The computational results indicated that: (1) modified MIXED1 improved MIXED1 for 65% of problems with 70%<P~<100%, and 15% of problems with 40% <P~<70%, (2) Modified MIXED2 improved MIXED2 for 85% of problems with 70%<P~<100%, 95% of problems with 40%<P~<70%, and 85% of problems with 0% <P~<40%. For mixed strategies which are the procedures of choice, Modified MIXED1-2 improved MIXED1-2 for 85% of the problems with 70% < P~< 100%, and 40% of problems with 40% < P~< 70%.
